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ROBLOX has also been criticised for being very difficult to use and has many bugs within the site interface itself, problems which seem to go
unresolved by the development team despite repeated complaints over a number of years. Although the website's interface is not difficult to use, it

has become more complex over the years with features such as video editing with a dedicated program and large amounts of unnecessary
superfluous features. Some of the features include: UIs for uploading and viewing custom models, importing music, applications, and sounds;

importing sounds from WAV files; creating galleries; creating art sheets; creating an unlimited amount of variations for models by changing their
scale and pose; adding animations to models (e.g. walking); creating global themes which change every time you go into a game or lobby; creating
global music tracks in . ROBLOX's interface has also become extremely frustrating, with a lot of features being inaccessible and hidden because of

the aforementioned complexity.

The ROBLOX site and forum have received a lot of criticism from its users regarding many issues, such as: Administrators are able to delete user-
created games without warning or notice. Users can't defend themselves since the only way they could do so is by contacting an administrator or

lawyer. Administrators can ban users for doing anything they don't like or don't agree with. However, administrators have been known to ban
users for no reason at all, usually if the user is a moderator or an insignificant/low-level user.

In 2017, ROBLOX held its first annual "Builders Open Tournament" during March Madness of that year. The tournament features five games and
has a prize pool of $100,000 (prize money to be awarded at the end of the tournament). The tournament also gave away 5 million Robux (10x),

which was enough to purchase an Xbox One S.

The developers of free games can offer premium features in their game. However, due to the fact that all premium features are only available in
Builder's Club, in most cases they will if there is no way for the developer to obverse this from a third-party mod or script perspective, then it can

only be done via a Builders Club Premium [55][56].

Roblox has been used by various organizations for training a variety of topics. The United States Army uses Roblox to train teenage soldiers that
have joined their Cyber Patriot Program. The team's mission is to create, maintain, and operate constructive team-based activities online via the

game "Roblox". Outside of that, Roblox has been used in courses for mathematics, English, science, and history.
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